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ABSTRACT
Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) is becoming the
reference model for the specification and evaluation of access
control policies. In ABAC policies and access requests are
defined in terms of pairs attribute names/values. The ap-
plicability of an ABAC policy to a request is determined by
matching the attributes in the request with the attributes
in the policy. Some languages supporting ABAC, such as
PTaCL or XACML 3.0, take into account the possibility
that some attributes values might not be correctly retrieved
when the request is evaluated, and use complex decisions,
usually describing all possible evaluation outcomes, to ac-
count for missing attributes. In this paper, we argue that
the problem of missing attributes in ABAC can be seen
as a non-deterministic attribute retrieval process, and we
show that the current evaluation mechanism in PTaCL or
XACML can return a complex decision that does not nec-
essarily match with the actual possible outcomes. This,
however, is problematic for the enforcing mechanism, which
needs to resolve the complex decision into a conclusive one.
We propose a new evaluation mechanism, explicitly based on
non-deterministic attribute retrieval for a given request. We
extend this mechanism to probabilistic attribute retrieval
and implement a probabilistic policy evaluation mechanism
for PTaCL in PRISM, a probabilistic model-checker.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Access Controls; D.2.4
[Software Software/Program Verification]: Model
checking
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been considerable interest in

attribute-based access control (ABAC), resulting in the de-
velopment of languages such as XACML [11] and PTaCL [5].
Such languages have moved away from the “classical” view
of access control, which was based on (authenticated) users
and their respective identities. In the classical view, an ac-
cess request was modelled as a triple (s, o, a), where s de-
noted a subject (corresponding to a user identity), o denoted
an object (corresponding to the identity of some protected
resource) and a denoted an access mode (such as read or
write). In ABAC, an access request is modelled as a col-
lection of attribute name-value pairs. ABAC is particularly
suitable in “open” computing environments where the user
population is not known in advance and access is allowed
or denied on the basis of user characteristics, rather than
identities.

One problem that arises in ABAC is that a request may
not present all the relevant information to the policy deci-
sion point (PDP) and different decisions may be generated,
depending on the information that is presented. Equally, an
ABAC policy may not be able to produce a conclusive deci-
sion (an allow or deny) for a given request because the policy
is under-specified. Conversely, an ABAC policy may be over-
specified and different components of the policy may both
allow and deny the request. Finally, a request may be mal-
formed and policy evaluation may fail unexpectedly. Thus,
the PDP may return an inconclusive result, indeterminate
results, or inconsistent results. XACML and PTaCL handle
such possibilities by extending the set of possible decisions
that the PDP may return and allowing the PDP to return a
subset of that decision set. XACML, for example, introduces
the “not-applicable” and “indeterminate” decisions: the for-
mer is returned when the policy does not evaluate to any
conclusive decision; the latter is used to indicate some error
or inconsistency occurred during policy evaluation. PTaCL
uses the equivalent of a “not-applicable”, but models eval-
uation errors by returning a set of possible decisions that
might have been returned if no errors had occurred.



However, the policy enforcement point (PEP) must, ulti-
mately, take one of two actions, either allowing or denying
an access request. In this paper we investigate whether the
PEP should (or can) rely on the decision(s) returned by the
PDPs defined for XACML and PTaCL. In particular, we
focus on the case where inconclusive decisions are sets of
possible decisions, which may be generated by considering
attributes that may not have been included in the request
(perhaps because the requester deliberately withheld them).
We will show that the set of possible decisions returned by
the PDP is not always meaningful and, therefore, the PEP
should not rely on it. We also show that, under certain
conditions, the PEP should not even rely on a single con-
clusive decision returned by the PDP. Of course, this raises
the question of why existing PDPs are designed in the way
they are. Thus, we establish a new way of thinking about re-
quest evaluation and alternative designs for PDPs in ABAC
systems. In particular, we make the following contributions.

• We first show that the decision sets returned by a
PTaCL/XACML policy do not necessarily correspond
with an intuitive interpretation of what those decisions
mean.

• We then propose a declarative evaluation mechanism
for PTaCL which matches this intuition. The mecha-
nism is based on a non-deterministic evaluation [14],
which simulates the non-determinism of retrieving the
attributes forming the request: if a value for an at-
tribute is missing from a request, we do not know
whether it should be in it or not1.

• Finally, we extend this non-deterministic evaluation
to a probabilistic one, and we show how they can be
mixed.

• The concepts presented in this paper are supported
by an automatic translation of PTaCL policies into
PRISM, which is a probabilistic model-checker.

In the next section we briefly review related work and
summarize the PTaCL language. In Section 3, we introduce
a new way of reasoning about requests in the presence of
uncertainty about the inclusion of attributes. We then con-
sider non-deterministic and probabilistic attribute retrieval
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We conclude with a sum-
mary of our contributions and some ideas for future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Our work relies clearly on the PTaCL language [5] to-

gether with the definition of the ATRAP tool [7], which
automatically analyses the safety of PTaCL policies. The
notion of reducing complex decisions to simple, conclusive
ones is also addressed in recent work [10], which focuses
on decisions and operators, whereas we focus here on at-
tribute retrieval. In terms of methodology, our approach
follows that of Tschantz and Krishnamurthi [14], since we
first establish some requirement for an access control evalu-
ation mechanism, and we then analyse an existing language
against those requirements.

Model-checking has been used in the past for access con-
trol, for instance Zhang et al. [18] propose a tool checking
whether a particular goal can be reached within an access

1We assume non-forgeability of attribute values: if a value
for an attribute belongs to a request, then it is genuine.

control policy; Fistler et al. [6] defined the tool Margrave,
which can analyse role-based access-control policies; more
recently, Ranise et al. [12, 13] have used model checking to
analyse the safety problem with administrative policies. In
this work, we mostly focus on the attribute retrieval prob-
lem rather than on the policy evaluation/analysis problem
(although they are quite related). To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to investigate probabilistic attribute
retrieval in access control.

In the remainder of this section, we recall the language
PTaCL [5], after a brief introduction to 3-valued logic, to
establish the notations used throughout the paper.

2.1 3-valued Logic
The truth values in Boolean logic are 0 and 1, where 1 rep-

resents true and 0 represents false; 3-valued logic extends it
by considering an additional value ⊥ [8]. There can be mul-
tiple interpretations of this extra symbol, for instance, the
weak conjunction and weak disjunction operators, defined in
Fig. 1 by u and t, respectively, consider ⊥ as absorbing;
on the other hand, the strong conjunction and disjunction
operators, defined by ũ and t̃ consider ⊥ as being either 1
or 0, and therefore try to “resolve” ⊥ as much as possible.
Another interpretation is to “ignore” the symbol ⊥ as much
as possible, for instance with the operators O and M, which
correspond to the XACML operators permit-overrides and
deny-overrides, respectively. Finally, we also consider the
negation operator ¬, where ¬1 = 0, ¬0 = 1 and ¬⊥ = ⊥;
and the “weakening” operator ∼, where ∼⊥ = ∼ 0 = 0 and
∼ 1 = 1.

2.2 PTaCL
PTaCL is attribute-based, which means that a request is

a set of attribute name-value pairs {(n1, v1), . . . , (nk, vl)}.
For instance, in a healthcare context, the request
{(r, nurse), (emg, true)} represents a request made by a
nurse during an emergency. In addition, PTaCL uses policy
targets [1, 2, 4, 11, 17], which specify the requests to which
the policy is applicable.
• An atomic target is a pair (n, v), where n is an attribute

name and v is an attribute value.
• A composite target has the form op(t1, . . . , tn), where

op represents an n-ary 3-valued logical operator. For
the sake of simplicity, we focus here on the unary and
binary operators defined in Fig. 1.

Given a request, a target evaluates to a single value
in {1, 0,⊥}, intuitively indicating if the request matches,
does not match, or does not contain the attributes re-
quired to evaluate its applicability, respectively. More for-
mally, the semantics of an atomic target (n, v) for a request
q = {(n1, v1), · · · , (nk, vl)} is given as:

J(n, v)KP(q) =


1 if (n, v′) ∈ q and v = v′,

⊥ if (n, v′) 6∈ q,
0 otherwise.

Composite targets are inductively evaluated by applying the
operator to the result of the evaluation of the sub-targets.
Note that the unary operator ∼ deals with the absence of
an attribute as if the attribute does not match the value2.

An authorisation policy can be:

2In other words, PTaCL expects all attributes to be present
by default, in XACML terminology, but the “indetermi-



Table 1: Binary operators on the set {1, 0,⊥}
.

d1 d2 d1 ũ d2 d1 u d2 d1 M d2 d1 t̃ d2 d1 t d2 d1 O d2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ 1 1 ⊥ 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ⊥ 0 ⊥ 0 ⊥ ⊥ 0
⊥ 1 ⊥ ⊥ 1 1 ⊥ 1
⊥ 0 0 ⊥ 0 ⊥ ⊥ 0
⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥

• a single decision, i.e., either 1 (allow) or 0 (deny);
• a targeted policy (t, p), where t is a target;
• a composite policy op(p1, . . . , pn), where op is a n-ary

operator. Here again, we focus on the operators de-
fined in Fig. 1.

In general, for a given request, an attribute can be com-
pletely missing (for instance, an visitor might not have any
official role in a hospital), have exactly one value, or have
multiple values (for instance, a nurse might be training as a
physician, and in some contexts, activate both roles). How-
ever, because it is not necessarily known in advance the num-
ber of values an attribute can take for a particular request,
it is impossible to know whether some values have been re-
moved or not. PTaCL handles such situations by considering
that if the target of a policy (t, p) evaluates to ⊥, p must
evaluate as if the target evaluates to both 1 and 0. More for-
mally, the evaluation of a targeted policy (t, p) for a request
q is given by:

J(t, p)KP(q) =


JpKP(q) if JtKP(q) = 1,

{⊥} if JtKP(q) = 0,

{⊥} ∪ JpKP(q) otherwise.

where ⊥ represents the not-applicable decision, JpKP(q) = 1
if p is the authorisation policy 1 (allow) and JpKP(q) = 0 if
p is 0 (deny). It is worth emphasising that even though the
evaluation of both targets and policies uses the set {1, 0,⊥},
these values have a different interpretation in each case:
they stand for “match”, “non-match” and “indeterminate”
when evaluating targets, and for “allow”, “deny” and “not-
applicable” when evaluating policies.

In order to illustrate PTaCL, we define the following pol-
icy for an electronic health record: a physician can access it;
a nurse can access it if there is an emergency; but in all cases,
it cannot be accessed if the requester has a conflict of inter-
est (e.g., the physician is a relative of the patient). These
three policies correspond to the PTaCL policies pd, pe and
pc defined below. The global policy formed by combining
pd, pe and pc is defined by p1.

pd = ((r, phys), 1)

pe = ((r, nurse) ũ ∼(emg, true), 1)

pc = (∼(cf , true), 0)

p1 = (pd O pe) M pc

The evaluation of these policies for different requests is
given in Table 2, where each row contains a request q, and
the evaluation of JpKP(q), for p ∈ {pd, pe, pc, p1}.
nate”value ⊥ can always be transformed into the non-match
value 0.

Table 2: Policy evaluation with J·KP.

Policy
Request pd pe pc p1

∅ {1,⊥} {⊥} {⊥} {1,⊥}
{(r, phys)} {1} {⊥} {⊥} {1}

{(r, phys), (cf , true)} {1} {⊥} {0} {0}
{(r, nurse)} {⊥} {⊥} {⊥} {⊥}

{(r, nurse), (emg, true)} {⊥} {1} {⊥} {1}

3. ACCESS CONTROL WITH INCOM-
PLETE REQUESTS

Thus, ABAC introduces the possibility that some at-
tributes might be missing from a request. Moreover, missing
attributes cannot always be automatically detected. PTaCL
addresses this possibility by letting targets evaluate to ⊥
when an attribute required by the target is missing, which,
in turn, can cause a policy to return multiple values.

In this section, we first introduce some general character-
isation of requests, after which we establish some require-
ments for policy evaluation mechanisms. Then, we show
that PTaCL does not necessarily meet them and propose an
abstract mechanism satisfying them.

3.1 Characterising Missing Information
The major issue with missing information is that it is not

necessarily syntactically detectable. Indeed, some attributes
might simply not exist in a particular context, or the number
of values expected for a given attribute is not necessarily
known in advance. For instance, the request {(r, nurse)} has
all required information if the subject submitting is only a
nurse, but is missing information if she has multiple roles.
Similarly, the empty request is missing information if the
subject has a role, but is not if the subject is not member
of the hospital staff.

Tschantz and Krishnamurthi [14] introduce an ordering
relation v over requests, such that if q v q′, “then q′ con-
tains all the information contained in q and possibly more”.
This relation is used to define policy safety, such that a pol-
icy p is safe when, given two requests q and q′, if q vp q

′,
then JpK(q) ≤ JpK(q′). For the sake of generality, they de-
liberately under-specify the ordering relations over requests,
but claim that “informally, in a safe language, undue access
is impossible provided that requests tell no lies; whereas, in
an unsafe language, the requests must additionally tell the
whole truth.”

3.2 Well-formed and complete requests
Given an attribute n, a value v and a request q, three

cases are possible:
1. it is certain that n has the value v in q;
2. it is certain that n does not have the value v in q;
3. we do not know whether n has the value v in q or not.

In this work, we assume attributes are unforgeable, and
therefore, if (n, v) ∈ q, we are in the first case. However,
the main idea behind ABAC with incomplete information is
to say that if (n, v) 6∈ q, we could be either in the second
or the third case. This is typically handled in PTaCL and
XACML at the policy level, by considering indeterminate
target evaluations as non-matching ones. However, we know
that with these approaches, policies are in general unsafe.



We propose here to address this problem at the request
level. More precisely, we suggest to consider negative at-
tribute values v, such that for any values v and v′, v 6= v′.
Intuitively, a negative attribute value v explicitly indicates
that an attribute cannot have value v in a given context. In
order to avoid any contradiction, we say that a request q is
well-formed if it does not contain both (n, v) and (n, v), for
any attribute n and any value v, and in this case we write
wf(q).

In other words, the negative value v never matches any
atomic target, but ensures that the “positive” value v cannot
be added to the request. We can now define the three cases
above as:

1. (n, v) belongs to q;
2. (n, v) belongs to q;
3. neither (n, v) nor (n, v) belong to q.

Intuitively, in the third case, the value v for n has not been
retrieved for q yet. Hence, q could either correspond to
q ∪ {(n, v)} or to q ∪ {(n, v)}. This leads to the idea of non-
deterministic attribute retrieval: the value for the attribute
must be retrieved, but we do not know whether it is going
to be positive or negative.

We say that a request q is complete when, for any attribute
n and any value v, either (n, v) ∈ q or (n, v) ∈ q. In this
case, adding a new value to q would create request that is
not well-formed. In addition, given a request q, we write q
for the request where we add the negative values when the
positive value is not already present:

q = q ∪ {(n, v) | (n, v) /∈ q}

Clearly, q is complete, and well-formed if q is well-formed.

3.3 Requirements
We are now in position to establish some intuitive require-

ments for a general evaluation function J·K, such that given
a policy p and a request q, JpK(q) returns a set of decisions.
The first requirement expresses the fact that any decision
returned for a request in which information is missing corre-
sponds to a decision that would be returned had the missing
information been provided.

Requirement 1. For any request q, if d ∈ JpK(q), then
there exists a well-formed request q′ ⊇ q such that JpK(q′) =
{d}.

The second requirement is the converse of the first one, and
expresses that if a decision can be returned when all infor-
mation in a request is provided, then evaluating the same
request but with missing information should at least return
that decision.

Requirement 2. Given a request q and a decision d, if
there exists a well-formed request q′ ⊇ q such that JpK(q′) =
{d}, then d ∈ JpK(q).

Intuitively, these two requirements could correspond to
the notions of correctness and completeness, respectively.
Indeed, Requirement 1 implies that no incorrect decision can
be returned when information is missing, i.e., no decision
that could not have been returned had all information been
provided. A trivial evaluation mechanism satisfying this re-
quirement is one that always returns the empty set of deci-
sions for any request (i.e., a mechanism that never returns a
incorrect decision). Conversely, Requirement 2 implies that
all the correct decisions are returned when information is

missing (and potentially more). A trivial mechanism satis-
fying this requirement is that returning all possible decisions
for any query.

Suppose the PEP receives the decisions {d1, . . . , dn} from
the PDP. If the PEP knows that the PDP is meeting these
two requirements, then it can deduce that all di are poten-
tially correct decisions, had all information been provided,
and that any decision different from any di is not a poten-
tially correct decision. It can therefore reduce its choice to
selecting a decision in {d1, . . . , dn}. In particular, when the
set returned by the PDP is reduced to a unique decision,
then the PEP can be certain that this decision is the correct
one.

3.4 PTaCL Analysis
We now show that PTaCL satisfies neither Requirement 1

nor Requirement 2.
Firstly, consider the policy p3 = ((r, nurse), 1) M

((r, nurse), 0), where M stands for the deny-overrides opera-
tor. If we evaluate for the empty request, we have

J(r, nurse), 1)KP(∅) = {1,⊥}
J(r, nurse), 0)KP(∅) = {0,⊥}

Jp3KP(∅) = {1, 0,⊥} .

However, it is easy to see that there is no request q such
that Jp3KP(q) = {1}: if ((r, nurse), 1) evaluates to 1, then
((r, nurse), 0) necessarily evaluates to 0. As these policies are
combined in p3 using a deny-overrides operator, even though
1 ∈ Jp3KP(q), there is no request q′ ⊇ q such that Jp3K(q′) =
{1}. Thus, PTaCL does not satisfy Requirement 1.

Let us now consider the policy p1, defined in Section 2.2,
the requests q = {(r, phys)} and q′ = {(r, phys), (cf , true)}.
As described before, we have Jp1KP(q) = {1}, while
Jp1KP(q′) = {0}. In other words, the decision returned by
the extended request q′ does not appear in the set returned
by the request q, and we can conclude that PTaCL does
not satisfy Requirement 2. Note that this kind of situation
is described in [5] as an attribute hiding attack, where an
attacker can gain some advantage by hiding information.

In other words, the decision set received by an access con-
trol resolver is not necessarily helpful to make a conclusive
decision, and it is worth observing that these two observa-
tions also hold for XACML 3.0. One possibility is to con-
strain the policy language: if the policy is constructed using
some specific constraints, then some monotonicity results
can be shown [5]. In this paper, we propose a new approach
by designing an evaluation function explicitly relying on the
non-determinism of the attribute requests.

4. NON-DETERMINISTIC RETRIEVAL
We now introduce a new method for computing the set of

decisions returned by the evaluation of a PTaCL policy (t, p)
for a request q. Informally, we remove any indeterminism
from the evaluation of targets, instead evaluating a set of as-
sociated requests (specifically those that are extensions of q).
We therefore present two new abstract evaluation functions:
J·KC, which evaluates a request without considering missing
attributes, and J·KN, which evaluates a request by consider-
ing all possible extensions, and suggest that the function J·KN
should be used instead of the function J·KP defined above.
We then explain how to use the PRISM model-checker to
compute J·KN.



4.1 Abstract evaluation
Intuitively, we define J·KC such that the evaluation of a

target is either 0 or 1, where 1 is returned if there exists
a matching attribute and 0 is returned otherwise. More
formally, we first define an evaluation function J·KC as follow:

J(n, v)KC(q) =

{
1 if (n, v′) ∈ q and v = v′,

0 otherwise;

and composite targets are evaluated in a similar fashion than
with J·KP. The evaluation of a request with respect to a pol-
icy p guarded by a target t is ⊥ if the evaluation of the target
is 0 (that is, the policy is not applicable to the request), oth-
erwise the result of evaluating p is returned.

J(t, p)KC(q) =

{
JpKC(q) if JtKC(q) = 1,

⊥ otherwise.

Composite policies are evaluated by applying the corre-
sponding operators to the results of evaluating their respec-
tive operands. We can observe that for any policy p and
any well-formed request q, we have JpKC(q) = JpKC(q). In
other words, J·KC corresponds to the evaluation of the query
assuming it is complete and that any value not explicitly
provided is not in the request.

Given a request q, we define the set of extensions to q,
denoted by Ext(q) to be {q′ ∈ Q | q ⊆ q′ ∧ wf(q′)}. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume here that for a given request
q, Ext(q) is finite, and we leave for future work the study of
infinite sets of request extensions. Then

JpKN(q) = {JpKC(q′) : q′ ∈ Ext(q)}.

Thus, we have non-determinism in request evaluation, as
with the original evaluation method used in PTaCL. How-
ever, the non-determinism now arises because we consider all
possible related requests and the decisions associated with
those requests.

Table 3 illustrates the evaluation of J·KN for the policies
defined in Section 2.2, and the same requests than those in
Table 2. Clearly, J·KN introduces much more indeterminism
in the evaluation, for instance the request {(r, phys)} now
evaluates to {1, 0}, instead of {1} according to J·KP, since if
the attribute value (cf , true) is missing, this request would
evaluate to {0}. However, when a conclusive decision is
returned, for instance with the request {(r, phys), (cf , true)},
then there is no doubt that this is the only possible decision.

On the other hand, if we evaluate the policy p3 defined
in Section 3.4, we can see that Jp3KN(∅) = {0,⊥}, which
corresponds to the fact that there is no request in Ext(∅)
that evaluates to the decision 1.

In the following proposition, we show that this new eval-
uation method satisfies Requirements 1 and 2.

Proposition 1. For any decision d, any policy p and any
request q, d ∈ JpKN(q) if and only if there exists a well formed
request q′ ⊇ q such that JpKN(q′) = {d}.

Proof. ⇒) Let d be a decision in JpKN(q). By definition
of J·KN, there exists q′ ∈ Ext(q) such that JpKC(q′) = d.
As observed above, JpKC(q′) = JpKC(q′). It follows that
JpKN(q′) = {d}, since Ext(q′) = {q}. By definition, q′ is
well-formed, and thus so is q′, and since q′ ⊇ q, we can
conclude.
⇐) Let q′ ⊇ q be a well-formed request such that

JpKN(q′) = {d}. Since q′ is well-formed, we know that

Table 3: Policy evaluation with J·KN

Policy
Request pd pe pc p1

∅ {1,⊥} {1,⊥} {0,⊥} {1, 0,⊥}
{(r, phys)} {1} {1,⊥} {0,⊥} {1, 0}

{(r, phys), (cf , true)} {1} {1,⊥} {0} {0}
{(r, nurse)} {1,⊥} {1,⊥} {0,⊥} {1, 0,⊥}

{(r, nurse), (emg, true)} {1,⊥} {1} {0,⊥} {1, 0}

q′ ∈ Ext(q′), and by definition of J·KN, it follows that
JpKC(q′) = d. Since q′ ⊇ q, we have q′ ∈ Ext(q), and we
can conclude that d ∈ JpKN(q).

It is worth observing at this point that it is possible to
construct Ext(q) by inspection of the PTaCL policy and q.
Morisset and Griesmeyer showed that it is sufficient to only
consider requests comprising attribute name-value pairs that
explicitly occur in the PTaCL policy [7]. In particular, it is
not necessary to consider (n, v) for every possible value of v
that n can take.

4.2 Evaluation using model-checking
Model-checking [3], in a nutshell, consists in(i) abstract-

ing a system as a finite state machine, where each state
s contains some atomic propositions that are true for that
state; and (ii) checking whether some properties holds for
this model. These properties can be temporal, when they
are expressed over the paths of the model, the intuition be-
ing that a path represents an execution sequence.

For instance, given a path (s0, . . . , sn), where each si rep-
resents a state, and a property ϕ over states, Fϕ (also de-
noted as ♦ϕ in the literature) holds if there exists i such
that for any j > i, ϕ(sj) holds. We also use here the oper-
ator E, such that given a state s and a path property φ, Eφ
holds if there exists a path from s such that φ holds.

Intuitively, our encoding of the function J·KN relies on the
following key points:
• each state of the model corresponds to a single request;
• each transition from one state to another corresponds

to adding some (n, v) or some (n, v);
• the evaluation of a policy according to J·KC is expressed

as a property over states;
• the evaluation of a policy according to J·KN is expressed

as a path property, starting from the state correspond-
ing to request, and checking for each decision whether
there exists a state for which J·KC evaluates to that
decision.

The model does not strictly depend on the policy, but only
on the attribute values, and all possible requests are mod-
elled, not only the one we want to evaluate.

More precisely, each state contains, for any attribute
value (n, v), two atomic Boolean propositions, ιn,v and αn,v.
These propositions characterise the request q corresponding
to that state:
• ιn,v is false when neither (n, v) nor (n, v) belongs to q;
• ιn,v is true and αn,v is false when (n, v) belongs to q;
• ιn,v is true and αn,v are true when (n, v) belongs to q.

For instance, if we only consider the attribute
values (r, phys) and (cf , true), a state is a tuple
(ιr,phys, αr,phys, ιcf ,true , αcf ,true), and the request

{
(r, phys)

}
corresponds to the state (true, false, false, false), while



the request {(cf , true)} corresponds to the state
(false, false, true, true).

The transition function is defined such that, given two
states s = (ιn1,v1 , αn1,v1 , . . . , ιnk,vl , αnk,vl) and s′ =
(ι′n1,v1 , α

′
n1,v1 , . . . , ι

′
nk,vl , α

′
nk,vl), there is a transition from

s to s′ if, and only if, there exists an attribute value (n, v)
such that ιn,v is false and ι′n,v is true (α′n,v can be either
true or false), and the propositions for all other attribute
values are identical in both states. In other words, a transi-
tion corresponds to the non-deterministic retrieval of exactly
one attribute value.

The evaluation of a policy according to J·KC can be
mapped directly from the request to the state using the def-
inition in Section 4.1. Given a policy p and a decision d,
we write δp,d for the predicate over states such that given
a state s, δp,d(s) holds if, and only if, JpKC(qs) = d holds,
where qs is the request corresponding to the state s.

Proposition 2. Given a policy p, a decision d and a re-
quest q, d ∈ JpKN(q) if and only if the path property EFδp,d
holds from the state corresponding to q.

4.3 PRISM Encoding

4.3.1 PRISM
We only present the basic PRISM elements used for our

encoding, and refer the reader to the manual3 for further
details. Intuitively, a PRISM model consists of several mod-
ules. Each module can contain some variables, and describes
the possible transitions at each step. A transition has the
following general form:

[] g → p1:(post1) + ... + pn:(postn)

where g is a boolean expression representing the guard of the
transition, and pi is the probability that the post-condition
(i.e., some conditions on the variables) posti is selected. For
instance, a very simple example of a module representing a
coin toss can be defined as:

module coin toss
head : bool init false;
[] true → 0.5:(head’=true) + 0.5:(head’=false);

endmodule

where (head’=true) is a post-condition, indicating that the
value of the variable head after the transition (which is in-
dicated by the apostrophe) is true. In this particular ex-
ample, the coin is fair and the probability of setting head

to true is the same than that of setting head to false, which
effectively corresponds to obtaining tail. In general, when
several transitions are enabled within a given module, one
is non-deterministically selected.

It is worth observing that there is a fundamental difference
between probabilistic and non-deterministic transitions. For
instance, in the above example, if we trigger the coin toss
multiple times, in average, we will have as many heads as
tails. On the other hand, if we were to define the two fol-
lowing transitions:

[] true → (head’=true);
[] true → (head’=false);

then either transition can be triggered. This would corre-
spond to having a coin potentially biased, for which we do

3Available at http://www.prismmodelchecker.org/

not know the bias. In this paper, we first use only non-
deterministic transitions, and we mix both types of transi-
tions in the next section.

4.3.2 Attribute retrieval
We define one module for each attribute value (n, v),

which encodes the propositions (ιn,v) and (αn,v).

module att n v
n v: bool init false;
r n v: bool init false;

[] !r n v → (n v’=true) & (r n v’=true);
[] !r n v → (n v’=false) & (r n v’=true);

endmodule

The variable n v corresponds to the proposition αn,v and
r n v corresponds to ιn,v (the prefix r denotes that (n, v)
has been retrieved).

In addition, the completeness of a request is encoded with
the formula complete, which holds when all r ni vj are true.

4.3.3 Target and Policies

Following the definition of the function J·KC, a target eval-
uates to a boolean value: an atomic target (n, v) is true if
and only if the variable n v is true, and composite targets
are evaluated by applying their corresponding boolean op-
erators on the evaluation of the sub-targets.

Policies evaluate to a value in {0, 1,⊥}, and therefore
we cannot encode a policy directly as a boolean formula.
Instead, we encode the set {0, 1,⊥} as the integer values
0, 1 and 2, respectively, and we adapt the logical opera-
tors accordingly. We also use the PRISM ternary operator
c ? e1 : e2 which evaluates to e1 is c is true and to e2 other-
wise. Given a PTaCL policy p, we note p̂ the PRISM ex-
pression corresponding the encoding of the policy p, which
is defined as follows:

0̂ , 0

1̂ , 1

¬̂p , (p̂= 2) ? 2 : (1 − p̂))

∼̂ p , mod(p̂, 2)

p̂1 u p2 , (p̂1= 2 | p̂2= 2) ? 2 : (p̂1 ∗ p̂2)

p̂1 t p2 , max(p̂1, p̂2)

p̂1 ũ p2 , min(p̂1 ∗ p̂2, 2)

p̂1 t̃ p2 , (p̂1= 1 | p̂2= 1) ? 1 : max(p̂1, p̂2)

(̂t, p) , t̂ ? p̂ : 2

For instance, we give below the PTaCL definition for the
policy p1 defined in Section 2.2, using the syntax of the tool
ATRAP [7], where Ptar is the constructor for target policies,
Ppov for the operator O, Pdov for the operator M, Topt for
the operator ∼ and Tstrongand for the operator ũ:

p_d : (Ptar (Tatom "role" "phys") (Patom one))
p_e : (Ptar (Tstrongand

(Tatom "role" "nurse")
(Topt (Tatom "emergency" "1")))

(Patom one))
p_c : (Ptar (Topt (Tatom "conflict" "1"))

(Patom Zero))

p3 : Ppov p_d p_e
p4 : Pdov p3 p_c



The intermediary policies are introduced for the sake of read-
ability. This policy is automatically translated to the follow-
ing PRISM model (for the sake of conciseness, we only detail
the module for the attribute value (r, nurse), the other mod-
ules being analogous):

module att role nurse
role nurse: bool init false;
r role nurse: bool init false;
[] !r role nurse → (role nurse’=true) &

(r role nurse’=true);
[] !r role nurse → (role nurse’=false) &

(r role nurse’=true);
endmodule

module att role phys ... endmodule
module att emergency 1 ... endmodule
module att conflict 1 ... endmodule

formula p d = role phys? 1: 2;

formula p e = (role nurse & emergency 1) ? 1: 2;
formula p c = conflict 1 ? 0: 2;

formula p3 = (p d = 1 | p e = 1)? 1 : min(p d, p e);
formula p4 = min(p3, p c);

4.3.4 Policy evaluation
As stated in Proposition 2, in order to evaluate whether

d ∈ JpKN(q), we need to evaluate the path property EFp̂d
from the state corresponding to the request q. Based on
the previous definition, the path property EFδp,d can be ex-
pressed in PRISM as E [F p̂ = d].

However, PRISM starts by default from the initial state,
which, in our model, corresponds to the empty request (i.e.,
the state with all propositions set to false). In order to
“reach”first the state corresponding to the request q, we first
define q̃, which is the conjunction of all attributes retrieved
in q:

q̃ =


true if q = ∅,
r n v & n v & q̃′ if q = q′ ∪ {(n, v)}
r n v & !n v & q̃′ if q = q′ ∪ {(n, v)}

We can use the command filter, such that
filter(op, prop, states) computes the value of the prop-
erty prop for each state satisfying states, and combines
these values using the operator op. In this case, we use the
operator first, which evaluates prop on the first state that
matches states, starting from the initial state and following
a lexicographic ordering, where false is less than true.

Finally, we can check if the path property EFδp,d
holds (and thus evaluate J·KN, according to Propo-
sition 2) by checking whether the PRISM property
filter(first, E [F p̂ = d], q̃) holds over the generated model.

5. PROBABILISTIC RETRIEVAL
Consider the policy p1 defined in Section 3.4:

Jp1KN({r, phys}) = {1, 0}, whereas, according to the
original PTaCL semantics, Jp1KP({r, phys}) = {1}. The
indeterminacy in the evaluation of J·KN is due to the fact
that depending on the value of the attribute cf , the decision
could be either 1 or 0, and thus both decisions are returned.

In practice, it could be argued that the likelihood for a
physician to be in conflict with a patient is quite low, and

even though it is useful to know that this possibility exists,
the final decision might take into account this likelihood. In
this section, we describe how the attribute values can be
associated with a given probability. Intuitively, we propose
the following approach:

• an attribute value can be either non-deterministic (as
in the previous section) or probabilistic;

• we want to know the probability of reaching a decision
from a given request rather than just checking whether
this decision is reachable;

• before calculating this probability, we need to resolve
first the retrieval of non-deterministic attribute values,
which leads to multiple probabilities for each decision,
one for each possible resolution.

5.1 Attribute value probability
The probability of an attribute value can be modelled

with a partial function Pr : N × V 7→ [0, 1], such that
if Pr(n, v) is defined, then Pr(n, v) is also defined and
Pr(n, v) = 1 − Pr(n, v). If Pr(n, v) is undefined, then the
retrieval of this attribute value remains non-deterministic.
Hence, we do not assume that all attribute values are associ-
ated with a probability, instead we propose to include prob-
abilities in the decision evaluation when they are defined.
We however assume that all probabilities are independent,
and do not depend on non deterministic attributes, and we
leave for future work the study of more complex probabilis-
tic models. Let us also point out that the probability does
not effectively appear in the request, which means that the
previous evaluation functions can still be applied. In other
words, probabilities can always be ignored if they are not
relevant.

As described above, the first step for the probabilistic
evaluation of a request is to retrieve the non-deterministic
attribute values. Given a request q, we define ND(q) to
be the set of requests which corresponds to q with each
non-deterministic attribute value retrieved. More precisely,
ND(q) is the set of requests q′ ⊇ q such that for any (n, v)
where Pr(n, v) is undefined, either (n, v) or (n, v) belongs
to q′, and for any (n, v) where Pr(n, v) is defined, (n, v) be-
longs to q′ if and only if (n, v) belongs to q. If no attribute is
probabilistic, then ND(q) corresponds to the set of complete
and well-formed requests that include q.

For instance, consider the previous policy p1 where we
define Pr(emg, true) = 0.1 and Pr(cf , true) = 0.05. Given
the requests q1 = {(r, phys)} and q2 = {(cf , true)}, we have:

ND(q1) = { {(r, phys), (r, nurse)} ,
{(r, phys), (r, nurse)}}

ND(q2) = { {(cf , true), (r, phys), (r, nurse)} ,
{(cf , true), (r, phys), (r, nurse)}}{

(cf , true), (r, phys), (r, nurse)
}
}{

(cf , true), (r, phys), (r, nurse)
}
}

For q1, the only non-deterministic value is (r, nurse), and
we can add both corresponding values, but we do not add
any probabilistic value. For q2, since (cf , true) is already
retrieved, we do not remove it, but we retrieve instead all
possible values for (r, phys) and (r, nurse).

Now, given a request in ND(q), we need to explore all
possible extensions with the probabilistic attribute values,



and to check the probability with which each decision can
be returned. Intuitively, we add all possible probabilistic
values not already retrieved, and we multiply the corre-
sponding probability of these values. Hence, given a request
q′ ∈ ND(q), we define NDP(q′) to be the set of requests q′′

such that q′′ ⊇ q′ and q′′ is complete and well-formed (i.e.,
NDP(q′) corresponds to all possible retrieval for the proba-
bilistic values not already in q′). Each q′′ is associated with
a probability defined as the product of the probabilities of
all probabilistic values (n, v) (where v can either be a posi-
tive or negative value) belonging to q′′ but not to q′, which
we denote Pr(q′′ | q′). More formally:

Pr(q′′ | q′) =
∏{

Pr(n, v) | (n, v) ∈ (q′′ \ q′)
}

For instance, for each request in q′ ∈ ND(q1) defined
above, we can defined NDP(q′) as the set of q′ ∪ pvi, where
the sets pvi are defined as:

• pv1 = {(emg, true), (cf , true)}, with the probability
0.1 ∗ 0.05 = 0.005;

• pv2 = {(emg, true), (cf , false)}, with the probability
0.1 ∗ 0.95 = 0.095;

• pv3 = {(emg, false), (cf , true)}, with the probability
0.9 ∗ 0.05 = 0.045;

• pv4 = {(emg, false), (cf , false)}, with the probability
0.9 ∗ 0.95 = 0.855.

Similarly, we can add to each request in ND(q2) defined
above either the set pv5 = {(emg, true)} with the probabil-
ity 0.1 or the set pv6 = {(emg, false)} with the probability
0.9.

Finally, we can define the probability of a decision d to be
reached from a request q′ ∈ ND(q) by aggregating the prob-
ability of the requests in NDP(q′) for which d is returned,
which we defined as Pr(d | q′):

Pr(d | q′) =
∑{

Pr(q′′ | q′) | q′′ ∈ NDP(q′) ∧ JpKC(q′′) = d
}
.

For instance, in the above example, consider the request
q11 = {(r, phys), (r, nurse)} in ND(q1). We have:

Jp1KC(q11 ∪ pv1) = Jp1KC(q11 ∪ pv3) = 0

Jp1KC(q11 ∪ pv2) = Jp1KC(q11 ∪ pv4) = 1

and it follows that

Pr(0 | q11) = 0.005 + 0.095 = 0.05

Pr(1 | q11) = 0.095 + 0.855 = 0.95

Pr(⊥ | q11) = 0

The same results hold for {(r, phys), (r, nurse)}, which corre-
sponds with the fact that if (r, phys) belongs to the requests,
then the request can only be denied if there is a conflict of
interest, which can happen with a probability 0.05, other-
wise it is granted. In this case, the retrieval of the attribute
value (r, nurse) has no impact.

However, if we consider the request q3 = {(r, nurse)},
the probability of reaching each decision depends on the re-
trieval of the non-deterministic attribute value (r, phys). In-
deed, consider first the request q31 = {(r, nurse), (r, phys)} ∈
ND(q3). Clearly, q31 = q11 and therefore the previous prob-
abilities of reaching each decisions are the same as above.

Table 4: Evaluation of p1 with Pr(emg, true) = 0.1
and Pr(cf , true) = 0.05, where for each q in the
first column, the value in the column d corresponds to
[Jp1Kmin(q, d),Jp1Kmax(q, d)].

decision d
Request 0 1 ⊥

∅ [0.05,0.05] [0,0.95] [0,0.95]
{(r, phys)} [0.05,0.05] [0.95,0.95] [0,0]

{(r, phys), (cf , true)} [1,1] [0,0] [0,0]
{(r, nurse)} [0.05,0.05] [0.095,0.95] [0,0.855]

{(r, nurse), (emg, true)} [0.05,0.05] [0.95,0.95] [0,0]

However consider now the request q32 ={
(r, nurse), (r, phys)

}
∈ ND(q3)

Jp1KC(q32 ∪ pv1) = Jp1KC(q32 ∪ pv3) = 0

Jp1KC(q32 ∪ pv2) = 1

Jp1KC(q32 ∪ pv4) = ⊥

and it follows that

Pr(0 | q32) = 0.005 + 0.095 = 0.05

Pr(1 | q32) = 0.095

Pr(⊥ | q32) = 0.855

Hence, the probability of reaching the decisions 1 and ⊥
depend on the retrieval of the attribute value (r, phys). Since
this value is non-deterministic, the probabilities Pr(1 | q31)
and Pr(1 | q32) correspond to different possible futures, and
thus cannot be “merged” together. We therefore define here
two new evaluation functions, J·Kmin and J·Kmax, which com-
pute the minimal and the maximal probability to reach a
given decision d from a given query q. More formally:

JpKmin(q, d) = min
q′∈ND(q)

Pr(q′ | d)

JpKmax(q, d) = max
q′∈ND(q)

Pr(q′ | d)

Table 4 summaries the evaluation of the policy p1 for the dif-
ferent requests previously considered. It is worth pointing
out that the resolution of the non-determinism used to cal-
culate the minimal/maximal probability for a decision can
change from one decision to another, so the minimal/maxi-
mal probabilities do not necessarily add up to 1.

It is also worth noting that J·Kmin and J·Kmax are consis-
tent with J·KN, i.e., for any policy p, any request q and any
decision d, JpKmin(q, d) = JpKmax(q, d) = 0 if and only if
d /∈ JpKN(q). The interest of J·Kmin and J·Kmax therefore lies
with decision that have non null probabilities.

When JpKmin(q, d) = JpKmax(q, d), the probability of reach-
ing a decision is the same regardless of the resolution of non-
determinism, which provides useful information to reach a
conclusive decision. For instance, for the request {(r, phys)},
it could be a reasonable choice to select the conclusive deci-
sion 1, since it is the one with the highest probability.

However, when JpKmin(q, d) 6= JpKmax(q, d), deciding a con-
clusive decision can be more complex. For instance, with the
empty request, we can observe that the minimal probability
for the decision 0 is not null, even though this decision is not
returned in the basic PTaCL evaluation (see Table 2). On
the other hand, there are some non-deterministic retrieval
for which the probability of 1 is null. Clearly, there is no
easy way to solve this particular request, and probabilistic
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Figure 1: PRISM transition matrix with the values (r, phys)
and (cf , true), and Pr(cf , true) = 0.05.

modelling in this case should not be seen as a answer for all
situations, but as a tool able to help with some situations.

5.2 PRISM encoding
For any attribute value (n, v) such that Pr(n, v) = pnv,

we change the generated PRISM module to:

const double p n v = pnv;

module att n v
n v: bool init false;
r n v: bool init false;
[] !r n v → p n v:(n v’=true) & (r n v’=true)

+ (1 − p n v):(n v’=false) & (r n v’=true);
endmodule

The encoding of non-deterministic attribute values and of
target and policies is identical to the previous section.

For instance, Figure 1 is automatically generated
from the PRISM model containing the values (r, phys)
and (cf , true)4. Each state is therefore a tuple
(r role phys, role phys, r cf true, cf true), transitions with a la-
bel i: corresponds to non-deterministic choices (note that
there is no actual ordering between these transitions, the
label only serve for identification purposes), while the other
transitions are labelled with their associated probability.
The label inside each square corresponds to the lexicographic
ordering of the states.

In order to compute the function J·Kmin and J·Kmax, we use
the PRISM operators Pmin and Pmax, respectively. Given
a path property φ, Pmin =? φ and Pmax =? φ returns the
minimum and maximum probabilities of this property to
hold, after resolving non-determinism.

Proposition 3. Given a policy p, a request q and a de-
cision d, we have:

JpKmin(q, d) = filter(first, Pmin =? [F complete & p̂ = d], q̃)

JpKmax(q, d) = filter(first, Pmax =? [F complete & p̂ = d], q̃)

4Any larger model is too large to be meaningfully presented
here.

Figure 2: Performance analysis of J·KN (blue triangles) and
J·Kmin + J·Kmax (green triangles) for randomly generated
PTaCL policies.
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Proof. The combination of first and q̃ ensures that we
only consider paths starting from the state corresponding ex-
actly to the request q. Since we impose in the path property
for complete to hold, we know that we only check the decision
on complete requests that extend q. Finally, the operators
Pmin and Pmax automatically resolve the non-determinism
by considering all possible non-deterministic retrievals.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to measure the performances of our PRISM en-

coding, we have generated 261 random PTaCL policies,
with a number of attribute values included between 1 and
42, such that some attribute values are associated with a
random probability, while the others are defined as non-
deterministic.

For each policy p, we first measure the time required to
compute JpKN(∅). Note that the empty request is the request
requiring the most space exploration. These values are de-
picted with the blue triangle points in Figure 2, and have
been measured with PRISM v4.2.beta1 and the MTBDD
engine, and a Macbook Air with 2 GHz Intel Core i7 and
8 GB or RAM. We can observe that the computation time
of J·KN, although exponentially increasing with the number
of attribute values (the y axis uses a logarithmic scale), is
consistently below 0.1 second.

For each policy, we then compute JpKmin(∅, d) and
JpKmax(∅, d), for all d ∈ {0, 1,⊥}, and each green circle in
Figure 2 represents the sum of the evaluation of all corre-
sponding PRISM properties. We can observe that the eval-
uation time also increases exponentially with the number
of attribute values. There is more variety in the evaluation
time compared to J·KN, and for some policy, it can take more
than 100 seconds to evaluate the empty requests. However,
it is worth pointing out that 88 out 261 policies evaluated
under 0.1 seconds, 189 under 1 second and 240 under 10 sec-
onds. Finally, for each policy, the time required by PRISM
by building and loading in memory the model is very close
to that required to compute J·KN, and therefore is not shown



in Figure 2. Note that this time is the same, regardless of
the evaluation function chosen.

These results show first that that J·KN is relatively effi-
cient, with little variation, while J·Kmin and J·Kmax can be still
practical, but can also be very long to compute. However, it
is also worth pointing out that concrete access control poli-
cies tend to be more structured than randomly generated
ones, and as such, model checking can be more efficient. In
addition, some decisions can be cached [16]. Hence, these
results should not necessarily be interpreted as providing an
average computation time based on the size of the policy,
but rather as an indication that J·KN can be first used for
evaluation, since it is relatively fast, and in case of inde-
terminacy, J·Kmin and J·Kmax can be used to try to decide
on a conclusive decision based on the probabilities of the
decisions. Of course, as illustrated in the previous section,
these probabilities are not necessarily sufficient to decide on
a conclusive decision, but our approach consists in providing
as much meaningful information as possible.

7. DISCUSSION – CONCLUSION
In the previous sections, given a policy p and a request q,

we have defined several evaluation functions, each comput-
ing a different set of decisions for the same request:

• JpKP(q) is the original PTaCL definition, which follows
the XACML definition, and which considers that if
an attribute value (n, v) is required by the target of
a sub-policy of p, but the n is not present at all in
q, then the target evaluation fails and the sub-policy
evaluates both to ⊥ and to the value the policy would
have returned had (n, v) been present in q.

• JpKC(q) considers that in the case described above, the
target evaluation should not fail, and the policy should
simply evaluate to ⊥.

• JpKN(q) returns all the possible decisions reachable by
adding all missing attributes in q.

• JpKmin(q, d) and JpKmax(q, d) consider that some at-
tribute values can be probabilistic and return the mini-
mum and maximum probability, respectively, to reach
the decision d by adding all missing attributes in q,
for any possible retrieval of the non-deterministic at-
tribute values.

We have shown in Section 3.4 that J·KP can be counter
intuitive, because it can return some decisions that are not
reachable, and not return some decisions that are reachable,
where J·KN returns exactly all reachable decisions. J·Kmin and
J·Kmax are equivalent to J·KN when there is no probabilistic
attribute value, and can provide more information of the
reachability of the decisions otherwise.

However, although these new evaluation functions are
somehow more accurate than J·KP, they are also more com-
putationally intensive, since they must explore the space of
possible request extensions, as shown in the previous section.

An interesting and general question concerns whether
probabilities can be meaningfully used in security systems,
and this question can be split in two parts. Firstly, is
it possible to define the probabilities for attribute values?
Clearly, in general, it is not possible to know the proba-
bility of all possible attribute values. However, we believe

that a strength of our approach is its ability to mix non-
deterministic and probabilistic attribute retrieval, which al-
lows for a “best effort” strategy: by specifying the informa-
tion we know, we can get a somehow more accurate analysis.

Secondly, can the resolution mechanism use these proba-
bilities to make a final decision? This aspect is particularly
important when the resolution mechanism is done by hu-
man users, who are known not to be particularly good at
understanding probabilities when making choices [15]. In
other words, the way we present the result from the func-
tion J·Kmin and J·Kmax can have an impact on the final choice
made by a user, as suggested in [9].

In addition, more complex policy analyses could be con-
sidered from the angle of non-deterministic and probabilistic
attribute retrieval, such as policy safety [7], or the integra-
tion of administrative policies.
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